
EXPRESSION OF INTEREST 

|NAME 

Provide the name of the RΙ 

- FULL NAME* (maximum 200 characters with spacing) 

- ACRONYM* (maximum 20 characters with spacing) 

|TYPE 

Identify the type of your RI … 

- SINGLE-SITED 

- DISTRIBUTED 

RI TYPE <DROPDOWN LIST FOR RI TYPE: SINGLE-SITED, DISTRIBUTED> 

|CLASS 

Indicate the class of your RΙ  

- NEW RESEARCH INFRASTRUCTURE 

- MAJOR UPGRADE OF EXISTING RI 

- GLOBAL RESEARCH INFRASTRUCTURE 

 

|ROLE 

- COORDINATOR 

- PARTNER 

 

 

|DESCRIPTION 

- Summarise the general characteristics and aim of your RI, including the impact on the quality and 
quantity of European research in the main field of action and the interdisciplinary aspects 

- Summarise the science background of your RI, the reference scientific community (-ies) and the 
current landscape 

- Summarise the actions that led to the presentation to ESFRI, your plans for preparation and 
implementation in terms of schedules and milestones, including Preparatory Phase or other pre-
implementation actions, acquisition of legal status 

 

- TEXT (maximum 5000 characters with spacing) 



 

|SCIENTIFIC DOMAIN 

Indicate which Strategy Working Group you believe to be the most suitable to evaluate the scientific case of 
your RI 

- SWG NAME <DROPDOWN LIST FOR SWG ENTRY: DIGIT, ENERGY, ENVIRONMENT, HEALTH & FOOD, 
PHYSICAL SCIENCES & ENGINEERING, SOCIAL & CULTURAL INNOVATION> 

|OTHER RELEVANT DOMAIN 

In case you believe that the scientific case of your RI should also be evaluated by one or more additional 
SWG, indicate which 

- SWG NAME <TICK BOXES FOR MULTIPLE SWG ENTRY: DIGIT, ENERGY, ENVIRONMENT, HEALTH & 
FOOD, PHYSICAL SCIENCES & ENGINEERING, SOCIAL & CULTURAL INNOVATION> 

 

RESEARCH INFRASTRUCTURE CONSORTIUM 

|National Consortium  (Institution name, representative, contact info) 

|International Consortium (Country, Institution name, representative, contact info) 

|Identify the Coordinator for the preparation of your RI (Country, Institution name, representative, contact 
info) 

 

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING 

Please provide the status of the corresponding inter-institutional and multi-lateral agreement, e.g. a 
Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) 

- Completed 

- Ongoing  
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